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CHAPTER 4
Under CEQR, a land use analysis characterizes the uses and development trends in the area
are that may bee affected by a
proposed project, and determines whether a proposed project is either compatible
those conditions
ble with thos
tions
ions or whether
whethe it
may affect them. Similarly, the analysis considers the project's compliance with,, and effect
effec on, the area's zoning
zonin and
other applicable public policies. For projects that do not involve a change in land
and use or zzoning, an
n analysis may
m not be
required; however a brief description of the existing land uses and zoning
ng designations
designation in thee immediate
im diate area,
ar the policies, if any, affecting the area, and any changes anticipated to occur by the time the
constructed,
may be apth
t project
ect is cons
t
propriate in order to inform the analyses of other technical areas described in tth
this Manual.
nual.
As with each technical area assessed under CEQR, it is important
with the lead agency
rtant for an applicant
app
t to
o work closely
clo
during the entire environmental review process. In addition,
York
City
n, the New Yo
Y
ty Department of City Planning (DCP) often works with the lead agency during the CEQR process
recommendations and approvals reess
ss tto provide
rovide iinformation,
ation, recom
recomm
lating to land use, zoning, and public policy. Section 700 furt
further outlines appropriate
coordination with DCP.
furth
a opriate co

100. DEFINITIONS

110. LAND USE AND ZONING

111. Land Use
Land use refers to the activity
ctivity
ty that is occurring
o
ng on land
l d and
a within the structures that occupy it. Types of uses
include residential, retail,
industrial,
land, and parks. DCP’s Primary Land Use Tax Lot
ail, commercial,
comme
commerc
ndustrial,
dustrial, vacant
va
vac
Output (PLUTO) database provi
provides data
land use types: one- and two-family residential
provid
ata on the following
fol
follo
buildings, multi-family
multi-family elevator residential buildings, mixed resiti-family walk-up
walk-u residential
idential
ntial buildings,
buildin
build
dential and commercial
mmercial
rcial buildings,
bu
s, commercial aand office buildings, industrial and manufacturing, transportation and utility,
utility public
blic fa
ffacilitiess and institutions,
institutio open space and outdoor recreation, parking facilities, and vacant land.
and.
d. Figure 4-1
4 shows
ws a portion
ortion of a DCP Land Use map. Depending on the project, land uses can be aggregated
less-detailed
groupings
egated
ated into less
iled
d gro
gr
ngs ffor analysis or other uses (a subset of heavy industry, for example) can
be added.
112. Zo
Zoning
Zon
New York City'ss Zoning Resolution controls the use, density, and bulk of development within the entire City,
with
parkland, which does not have a zoning designation. The Zoning Resolution is divided inwi the
e exception
eption of p
to two
wo
o parts: zoning text and zoning maps. The text establishes zoning districts and sets forth the regulations
governing
use and development. The maps show the locations of the zoning districts. Figure 4-2 shows
verning
rning land us
an example
ample of the zoning maps.

The City is divided into three basic zoning districts: residential (R), commercial (C), and manufacturing (M).
The three basic categories are further subdivided into lower, medium, and higher-density residential, commercial, and manufacturing districts, which may also be "contextual," "non-contextual," or special districts.
Contextual zoning districts regulate the height and bulk of new buildings, their setback from the street line,
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and their width along the street frontage, to produce buildings that are consistent with existing neighborhood
character. Medium- and higher-density residential and commercial districts with an A, B, D or X suffix, such as
R6B or C6-4A, are generally considered contextual districts. “Non-contextual” districts have more permissive
height and setback regulations. Special districts serve a diverse range of planning goals specific to the areas
where the districts are mapped.
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Development within each residential, commercial, and manufacturing district is regulated by use, bulk, and
parking regulations. Each zoning district regulates permitted uses; the size (bulk) of the building in relation to
the size of the lot; the required open space for residential uses on the lot; the maximum amount of building
ding
coverage allowed on the lot; the number of dwelling units permitted on the lot; the distance between
een
en the
building and the street; the distance between the building and the other lot lines;
and setback
nes;
es; height
he
h
ack of the
building; the amount of parking permitted or required; and other requirements
nts applicable
applicab
applicabl to specific
cific
ic uses.

The nomenclature for zoning districts consists of a letter (R, C or M) followed
cases,
owed
d by a number
num
numb and,
nd, in
n some case
additional numbers or letters. Special Mixed Use Districts have two
M1o sets
ts of letters
letter and numbers
umbers (e.g.,
(e
(e.g.
2/R6A). The numbers refer to permitted bulk and density (with districts
stricts
cts ending in -1 having
aving
vin the lowest density
and districts ending -10 having the highest) and other controls such as parking.
parking
parkin
RESIDENCE DISTRICTS. A residence district, designated by
y the letter R (R3-2, R5, R10A, for example),
e
is a
zoning district in which residences and communityy facilities are permitted.
p
ted.
d.

A commercial district, designated
nated by the
th letter
er C (C1-2, C3, C4-7, for example), is
a zoning district in which commercial and community
facility uses
Residential uses may
comm
omm ty fa
fac
ess are allowed.
allowed
allow
also be permitted in certain commercial
is a C1 or C2 district
al districts
stricts as
a well. A commercial
com ercia
ercial overlay
ov
usually mapped within residential neighborhoods
needs. Commercial overlay diseighborhoods
orhoods to
t serve
vee local retail
ret
re
tricts, designated by the letters C1-1 through C1
C1-5 and
C
nd C2-1 through
throug
throu C2-5, are shown on the zoning
maps as a pattern superimposed
residential district.
ed on a reside
residen
istrict. For an eexample of a zoning map showing a
commercial overlay, see Figure
below.
ure 4-2, below

COMMERCIAL DISTRICTS.

A manufacturing
manufactu
district, designated
signa
by the letter M (M1-1, M2-2, for example), is a zoning district
manufacturing,
other industrial, and many commercial uses are perrict in which m
ct
ot
othe
mitted. Community
ity facilities
acilities are
ar limited
ed or excluded
ex ded
d and new residential development is not allowed.

MANUFACTURING DISTRICTS.
S.

A mixed use district
trict is a special
spe
sp
zoning district in which new residential and nonresidentiall (commercial, community
c
unity
ty facility and
an light industrial) uses are permitted as-of-right.

MIXED USE DISTRICT.
TRICT.

Additional information
n mation
ion on
o New York City’s Zoning
Zoni
Zon Resolution can be found at http://www.nyc.gov/dcp and in
the Zoning
ng Handbook,
Hand
Ha
ook, a guidee to the Zoning Resolution available for purchase at the DCP bookstore. The Zoning Resolution
should be consulted
the specific regulations applicable in the area of the proposed
esolution sho
co ulted regarding
regar
rega
project.
oject.
ect.
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Figure 4-1
Sample of a Land Use Map
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Figure 4-2
Sample of New York City Zoning Map
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120. PUBLIC POLICY
Officially adopted and promulgated public policies also describe the intended use applicable to an area or particular site(s) in the City. These include Urban Renewal Plans, 197a Plans, Industrial Business Zones, the Criteria for
the Location of City Facilities ("Fair Share" criteria), Solid Waste Management Plan, Business Improvement Districts, and the New York City Landmarks Law. Two other citywide policies, the Waterfront Revitalization Program
(WRP) and Sustainability, as defined by PlaNYC, are discussed separately. The WRP is discussed separately under
the Public Policy sections that follow, and guidance for conducting a sustainability (PlaNYC) consistency assessment is provided in Part B of this Chapter). Some of these policies have regulatory status, while others describe
esc
escr
general goals. They can help define the existing and future context of the land use and zoning of an area.
ea. These
The
policies may change over time to reflect the evolving needs of the City, as determined
by appointed
rmin
mi
d and elected
officials and the public.
121. Waterfront Revitalization Program
Proposed projects that are situated within the designated boundaries
ries of New York
Yor
Yo City's
y Coastal
oastal Zone
Zon must
also be assessed for their consistency with the City's Waterfront
Revitalization Program
Figure 4-3).
ont Revitalizati
ogra (See
ogram
e Fig
Preparation of a WRP assessment should begin with review of the New Waterfront
Revitalization Program
W
ront
ont Rev
Revitaliz
and completion of a NYC WRP Consistency Assessment Form.
m.
99, and subsequently
subseq
y approved b
by the New York State
The WRP was adopted by the City of New York in 1999,
Department of State with the concurrence of the United
pursuant to applied States Department
D
mentt of Commerce
Comme
cable state and federal law, including the Waterfront
off Coastal Areas
erfront
fron Revitalization
vita
vitaliz
Are and Inland Waterways
Ar
Act (see Section 710, below). The WRP establishes
City's Coastal
ablishes
shes the C
oasta Zone
ne and
a includes 10 policies dealing
with: (1) residential and commercial redevelopment;
water-dependent
elopment;
ment; (2) w
-dependen
depende and
d industrial uses; (3) commercial
and recreational boating; (4) coastal ecological
cological systems;
system (5)) water
ater quality;
quality
quali (6) flooding and erosion; (7) solid
waste and hazardous substances; (8)
access;
8) public
ublic access
acces (9) scenic resources;
resource and (10) historical and cultural resources. The ten policies are not presented
order of importance
sented in o
importanc aand are numbered only for ease of reference.

DCP’s Comprehensive Waterfront
terfront
ont Plan (1
(1992) aand reports
por prepared for each of the five boroughs (1993 and
ports
1994) identified goals and objectives
These plans identified four principal waterobjective for the
he City's
y waterfront.
aterf
front functional areas:
as: natural, public,
pu
working,
orking, and redeveloping. Revised in 2011, Vision 2020: New York
City’s Comprehensive
nsive Waterfr
Waterfron
Waterfront Plan builds
lds on these
thes policies and sets the stage for expanded use of the warks, housing and
an economic
nomic
mic development,
develop
terfront for parks,
and the waterways for transportation, recreation and
natural habitats.
it
In 1993,
the Comprehensive
Plan and the Waterfront Revitalization Program, New York
3, to support
suppo
sup
th
rehensive Waterfront
Wa
City adopted the Waterfront
(NYC Zoning Resolution, Article VI, Chapter 2). The regulaW
front
ont Zoning
ning Regulations
Re
tions,
ions,, which were
we amended
ended
ed in 2009,
20 have the following stated purposes:
•

physical and visual public access to and along the waterfront;
TTo maintain
ain and re-establish
re-es

•

To
mix of uses in waterfront developments in order to attract the public and eno promote
promot
omo a greater
gre
waterfront;
liven
n the wat

•

encourage water-dependent uses along the City's waterfront;
To encour

•

a desirable relationship between waterfront development and the water's edge, public
To
o create
ccre
access areas and adjoining upland communities;
ac

•

To preserve historic resources along the City’s waterfront; and

•

To protect natural resources in environmentally sensitive areas along the shore.
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The plan and adopted zoning regulations provide useful background information; however, WRP policies,
goals,andstandardsshouldbeusedasthebasisfordeterminingaproject’sconsistencywiththeWaterfront
RevitalizationProgram. 
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TheWRPconsistencyreviewincludesconsiderationandassessmentofotherlocal,state,andfederallawsand
regulations governing disturbance and development within the Coastal Zone.  Key laws and regulations inͲ
cludethosegoverningwetlands,floodmanagement,andcoastalerosion.Althoughtheconsistencyreviewis
independentfromallotherenvironmentalsectionsandmuststandonitsown,itissupportedandconducted
with consideration of all the other technical analyses performed as part of the project's environmental as
asͲ
sessmentunderCEQR.
COASTAL ZONE.New YorkCity'sWRPestablishesCoastalZoneboundaries(Figure4Ͳ3),withinwhichall
es (Figure
Figu
n which
whi all
Zone
ne policies.
policie  The Coastal
policies
Coastal Zone,
Zon
Zone,
discretionary actions must be reviewed for consistency with Coastal Zone
e geographic
eographic
f New
w York City
whichismappedintheCity'sCoastalZoneBoundariesmaps,isthegeographicareaofNewYorkCity's
coastal waters and adjacent shorelands that have a direct and
d significan
significant
gnificantt eff
effect on coastal
coastal wate
waters.  It
coas
wa
generallyextendslandwardfromthepierheadlineorpropertyline(whicheverisfurthestseaward)to
ertyy line (which
iss fu
f
est seaw
includecoastalresourcesandupland,usuallyatleasttothefirstmappedstreet.TheCoastalZoneinͲ
the first
irst mapp
map
eet.
eet.
The
t
cludesislands,tidalwetlands,beaches,dunes,barrierislands,cliffs,bluffs,intertidalestuaries,flooding
islands, cliffs,
intertidal estu
e
atures
ures (such a
ric
ic resources),
anderosionͲproneareas,portfacilities,vitalbuiltfeatures(suchashistoricresources),andothercoastal
locations.TheCoastalZoneshouldnotbeconfusedwiththemorelimitedareasof“waterfrontblocks”
sed with
th the m
mited areass of
o
or“waterfrontlots”ͲͲtermsdefinedinArticleVI,Chapter2oftheNYCZoningResolution.
hapter 2 o
NYC Zoning Res
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BASE FLOOD OR 100-YEAR FLOOD. A 100-year flood is one having a one percent (1%) chance of being equaled
or exceeded in any given year. The Base Flood Elevation (BFE) is the elevation of the base flood, including wave height, as specified on FEMA Flood Insurance Rate Maps (FIRMs), relative to the National Geodetic Vertical Datum of 1929 (NGVD 1929). The NGVD 1929 elevation, the zero or sea level reference
cited on FEMA’s FIRMs is lower than the Borough Datum, frequently reported on surveys of properties
within the five boroughs of NYC. For example, as shown in the following table, at an elevation point of
7.392 feet, the Bronx Borough Datum is equivalent to an elevation of 10 feet NGVD 1929 (7.392 plus the
conversion figure for the Bronx, 2.608). Conversely, for example, given a NGVD elevation of 10 feet,
et
et,
subtract the conversion figure (2.608) to calculate the equivalent Bronx Borough elevation, 7.392 feet.
FEMA’s minimum standards refer to BFE requirements.

Table 4-1

Conversion of Borough Datum to NGVD
BOROUGH
ELEVATIONS
(IN FEET)

TO OBTAIN
LENCY
Y
EQUIVALENCY
EET)
(IN FEET)

NGVD
ELEVA
LEV
ELEVATION
( FEET)
(IN

BRONX

7.392

+2.608

0.000
00
10.000

BROOKLYN

7.453

.547
+2.547

10.000

MANHATTAN

7.248

++2.752

00
10.000

QUEENS
STATEN
ISLAND

7.275

+2.725
725

10.000
1

6.808

+3
+3.192

10.000

BULKHEAD LINE. The proposed
posed or ac
actual bulkhead
d liline most recently adopted by the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers (USACE)) and
d DCP, as sshown on the Cityy Map.
Ma

EROSION. The loss or displacement
displac
t of land along
alon the coastline because of the action of waves, currents
ong the shore
shore, tides, wind,
nd, runoff of surface waters, groundwater seepage, wind-driven water
running along
or waterborne
coastal storms (as established under the State Erosion Hazard
borne ice, or otherr impacts
pacts of co
Areas
Act).
as Ac
A

Those
hose erosion
erosio
eros
prone areas of the shore, as defined in Article 34 of the Environmental Con
tion
n Law
La (ECL),
CL), and the implementation of its provisions in 6 NYCRR Part 505, Coastal
Conservation
Management
that: (a) are determined as likely to be subject to erosion within a
Erosion
osion M
gement
ment Regulations,
Reg
Regu
forty-year period,
fortyforty-y
od,, and; (b) constitute natural protective features (i.e., beaches, dunes, shoals, bars, spits,
barrier
islands,
and natural protective vegetation).
b
bar
slands
ands bluffs,
uffs, wetlands,
w
EROSION
OSION HAZ
HAZA
HAZARD AREAS.
S.

The lowlands adjoining the channel of a river, stream, or watercourse, or ocean, lake, or
ther body of standing
st
other
water, which have been or may be inundated by floodwater (as established by
the National Flood
Insurance Act).
F
FLOODPLAINS.
DPLAINS.
INS.

Freeboard is a factor of safety usually expressed in feet above a flood level for purposes of
floodplain
management. "Freeboard" tends to compensate for the many unknown factors that could
odp
contribute to flood heights greater than the height calculated for a selected size flood and floodway
conditions, such as wave action, bridge openings, the hydrological effect of urbanization of the watershed, and climate change. Freeboard is not required by National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP)
standards, but communities are encouraged to adopt at least a one-foot freeboard to promote safer de-

FREEBOARD.
FREEBOAR
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velopment practices. New construction frequently incorporates freeboard on a discretionary basis
while, in certain circumstances, the NYC Building Code mandates freeboard.
PIERHEAD LINE. The pierhead line is the proposed or actual pierhead line most recently adopted by the
USACE and DCP as shown on the City Map.
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PUBLIC ACCESS. Public access is any area of publicly accessible open space on waterfront property. Public
access also includes the pedestrian ways that provide an access route from a waterfront public access
area to a public street, public park, public place, or public access area. The NYC Zoning Resolution and
nd
the WRP encourage public access to the waterfront (both visual access and, where appropriate, physical
ysica
ysical
access to the shoreline).

The visual corridor is any area that provides a direct and
d unobstructed
unobst
unob
view
iew
w to a wawaterway from a public vantage point within a public street, public park,
public place.
k, or other publ
pub
ce.
e.

VISUAL CORRIDOR.

WATERFRONT ZONING. The NYC zoning regulations adopted underr Article
ticle VI, Cha
Chapter 2, (section 62-00)
62-0 of
6
the Zoning Resolution, guide development on the City’s waterfront.
rfront.
ont.
WATER-DEPENDENT USES. Uses that require direct access to a body of water
wa
w
to
o function
functio or that regularly
use waterways for transport of materials, products, orr people.

A group of primarily
ly recreational, cultural,
ral, entertainment,
entertainm
entertain
or retail shopping uses that, when located at the water's edge,
the public
of the watere, add to th
blic use and enjoyment
enj
front.

WATERFRONT-ENHANCING USES.

122. Sustainability
Large, publicly-sponsored projects are assessed for their
with
t
consistency
sistency wit
w PlaNYC, the City’s sustainability
plan. Guidance for conducting this consistency
onsistency
sistency review
rev
revi can
n be found in Part
P B (page 4-26) of this chapter.

200. DETERMINING WHETHER A LAND USE, ZONING OR PUBLIC
BLIC POLICY ASSESSMENT IS APPROPRIATE

210. LAND USE AND ZONING
G
A preliminary assessment,
of existing and future land uses and zoning, should
ssment, which includes
ess a basic description
de
des
be provided for all projects that
tth would
uld affect land use or would change the zoning on a site, regardless of the
project’s anticipated
ipated effects.
effects This information
rmation is often essential for conducting environmental analyses in other
technical area
areas, and helps
help
hel provide
vide a baseline for determining whether detailed analysis is appropriate. Examples
of discretionary
retionary
tionar actions
a on that may affect zoning
zon or land use include zoning map changes, zoning text changes, zoning special
permits, BSA varian
variances
permits, and park mapping actions.
pecial permits
aria s or special
spe
220.
POLICY
0. PUBLIC POLIC
POLI
Some aassessment
of public
policy should accompany an assessment of land use and zoning. Therefore, a project
ass
ent
nt o
ublic po
p
that
would be located
areas governed by public policies controlling land use, or has the potential to subhat w
locate within
t
stantially
sta
y affect
fect land use
us regulation or policy controlling land use requires an analysis of public policy. Examples
include
de creation or modification of Urban Renewal Plans and projects that are within areas covered by 197-a
Plans.
ns..
221. Waterfront
Revitalization Program
ater
The WRP applies to all discretionary actions in the designated Coastal Zone. As described above, this zone is
delineated in the Coastal Zone Boundaries maps published by DCP, and is illustrated in Figure 4-3, above. A
more detailed map is located here. If the proposed project is located in the designated Coastal Zone, assessment of its consistency with the WRP is required. For generic actions, the potential locations likely to be affected within the coastal zone boundary should be considered.
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300. ASSESSMENT METHODS
Land use patterns are formed by various public policies, in concert with market forces for development. A change in
land use on a single site is usually not enough to constitute a significant land use impact; however, such a change could
create impacts in other technical areas such as traffic. In this case, a preliminary assessment should be conducted in
order to characterize the land use changes associated with the proposed project to a level of detail sufficient to provide
information to other technical areas requiring it. Often, the information provided in the project description is adequate
to describe land use conditions for a preliminary assessment.
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Changes in land use across a broader area, either because the project directly affectss many
sites or because
m
usee the sitespecific change is important enough to lead to changes in land use patterns over a wider
wide area, generally
ally
lly requires an
analysis detailed enough to determine whether and where these changes mightt occur.
changes
cur. Although
Althou
Altho
anges in land use–
us
such as the introduction of a new residential use in an industrial area with existing
lead to
xisting
ng hazardous
hazardo materials–could
aterials
als––could
ould le
impacts in other technical areas, significant adverse land use impacts are extraordinarily
aordinarily rare in the absence
absenc of
o an impact in another technical area. For example, a project affecting the market
can also
ket forces that
th shape
ap development
ape
velopm
velopme
change land use; in this situation, a more detailed assessment of land
appropriate
supplement
nd usee is appro
appr
e to su
supple
n the socioeconomic conditions analysis (See Chapter 5, "Socioeconomic Conditions”).
Technical analysis
ons”).
”). Technic
ysis areas that
th often require land
use information include socioeconomic conditions, neighborhood
character, transportation,
hood
od character
sportation,
portation, air quality, noise, infrastructure, and hazardous materials. The land use description
iption should be detailed
etailed
tailed enoug
enough to determine whether
changes in land use could affect conditions analyzed in other technical
technica aareas.
Although the proposed project may be important enough
affect
a broader area, the characough
h to potentially
p nt
ff land use over
o
teristics of the affected area are critical in determining
mining
ng impact significance.
cance. If, for
or ex
eexample, a proposed project would
be of a type generally expected to promote residential
development
sidential
ential develo
nt in an area,
area but the surrounding area does not contain any underutilized sites zoned for residential
for a new use would be dimidential
ential use, the likelihood
hood of redevelopment
redeve
redev
nished. In short, the potential for land use change depends
as much on co
conditions in the affected area as on the prodep
con
posed project itself.
The geographic area to be assessed,
ed,
d, the categories
catego
categor of land use,
se and
d llevel of detail by which such uses, zoning, and public policies are studied depend
proposed
project and the characteristics of the surrounding area.
d on
n the nature of thee pr
sed p
The assessment usually begins
of a study
gins with
ith selection
select
tudy area.
ar
a
310. STUDY AREA DEFINITION
EFINITION

311. Land
d Use and
d Zoning
Zoni
oni
The appropriate
study
areaa forr land use and zoning is related to the type and size of the project being proppropriate
ropriate st
s
posed
context of the area that could be affected by the project. Unsed
d as well as the
t location
ation
ion and
a neighborhood
neigh
high density development or is a generic project, the study area should
less the project
projec involves
lvess a large scale,
sc
include at least
site and the area within 400 feet of the site's boundaries. However, for
generally in
ast the project
pro
small-scale, site-specific
small-sc
small-sca
e-spe
-spe c actions,
actio a study area should generally include the project site and an area within 200
of the site’s
boundaries.
feet
eet o
’s bound
bou
i A proposed project's immediate effects on an area of this size can be predicted
with some
When other, more indirect effects may also occur, a larger study area should be used.
wit
me certainty. W
Typically,
secondary impacts can occur within a radius of 0.25 to 0.5 miles from the site of a proposed
ally, such secon
project.
ject.
ct

These genera
general boundaries can be modified, as appropriate, to reflect the actual context of the area by including any additional
areas that would be affected by the project or excluding areas that would not be. For exd
ample, if a 0.25 mile radius from the project site is chosen as the general study area boundary, but that boundary would cut off portions of a block that is clearly part of the neighborhood, the study area can be expanded to include those portions. The study area does not have to be regular in shape. Such geographical
and physical features as bodies of water, significant changes in topography, wide roads, and railroad easements often define neighborhood boundaries, and therefore, can be the appropriate delineation of the study
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area. Due to the specific characteristics of certain projects and the potential for geographically dispersed effects, even larger study areas may sometimes be appropriate. It should be noted, however, that using an inappropriately large study area can dilute or obscure a project's effects, particularly when those effects are localized in nature.
When determining the size of the land use and zoning study area, the requirements of the other technical
areas required to be analyzed should also be considered. The land use and zoning study area can coordinate
the required technical analysis study area for the purposes of data collection.
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For area-wide or generic actions, it may be appropriate to provide prototypical assumptions or groupings
ngs
gs of
o
information, instead of lot-by-lot descriptions typical of site-specific actions, because
the extent of physical
ca
cau
hysical
and geographic areas affected by these types of actions is large. In that case,
projections
e, development
develo
evelo
ections
ctions or a
development scenario would determine the appropriate study area boundaries
Chapter 2,, “Establishing
daries
es (See
(See Cha
Ch
“Establishin
the Analysis Framework,” for more information on establishing the development
lopment
ment scenario).
scena

312. Public Policy
The study area for public policy is generally the same as that used
use and
For projects that
d for land us
u
d zonin
zoning. Fo
could affect the regulations governing an urban renewal area,
rea, the entir
entire urban
n renewal ar
area should be included within the study area.

312.1. Waterfront Revitalization Program

The study area for an assessment of the WRP
RP is defined
d ned by
b the site
te of the pro
proposed
pr
project and those
one boundary
bound
boun
ly to be affected by the proposed
areas and resources within the Coastall Zone
thatt are likely
project. The study area may have to be enlarged for certain
proposed
ertain
rtain pro
prop
d projects to include resources
that are part of a larger environmental
natural drainage areas and potenmental system. For example,
mple, both n
tial erosion on downdrift properties
(those
roperties
erties (thos
(tho properties
operties
perties located in the direction of predominant
movement of material along
shoreline) may extend
ng a shorelin
xtend beyond
beyo the typical study area for a proposed
project.

320. PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT
ENT

321. Land Use and
d Zoning
A preliminary assessment that
of existing and future land uses, as well as basic
tha includes
udess a basic description
de
d
zoning information,
provided for most projec
projects, regardless of their anticipated effects. For most projects the
rm ion, is p
prov
project descript
description
a detailed description
of zoning changes. Therefore, this section should provide
descrip
n includes
incll
desc
information
zoning
to inform the description of land use and describe any changes in zoning that
mation on existing
exi
ex
on
oni
could
changes in land
use. This
uld
d cause chang
chan
nd use
u
his iinformation is essential for conducting the other environmental analyses
and provides a baseline
determining
whether detailed analysis is appropriate. The following information
elinee for deter
det
should be provided:
p
IDENTIFICATION
ID
CATION
TION OF
O THEE AFFECTED
A
SITES OR PROJECT AREA, depicted on a map that has tax lots, land use and zon-

ing district
boundaries delineated. Clearly show the boundaries of the directly affected area or areas,
ct bound
and
nd indicate th
the study area boundary drawn as a radius from the outer boundaries of the project site.

(both developed and undeveloped areas), including total affected area, water surface
area, roads,
roa buildings and other paved areas.
PHYSICAL SET
SETTING

PRESENT LAND USE, including existing residential, commercial, industrial, and community facility property,
vacant land, and publicly accessible space. In each case, where appropriate, the number of buildings
and their heights, the number of dwelling units, floor area, and gross square footage should be noted.

ZONING INFORMATION, including a description of existing and proposed zoning districts in the study area. A
description or table comparing key elements of the existing and proposed zoning districts should be deCEQR TECHNICAL MANUAL
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scribed. These elements can include permitted uses, maximum permitted Floor Area Ratio (FAR), building height and setback requirements, required open space or maximum lot coverage, front and side
yard depths, minimum parking requirements, and other relevant zoning information.
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Additionally, the preliminary assessment should include a basic description of the project facilitated by the
proposed actions in order to determine whether a more detailed assessment of land use would be appropriate. Often, a Reasonable Worst Case Development Scenario, developed using guidance in Chapter 2, “Establishing the Analysis Framework,” is prepared to estimate development patterns created by the proposed
project. If a development scenario is prepared, it should be referenced in the description of proposed develeve
vell
opment.
The description of potential development should include the following information:
nformatio
rmat

A summary of the amount and type of development or changes in use
se resulting
resultin from
m the proposed
propose
project;
Identification of sites owned or controlled by the project sponsor
onsor
or or applicant;
applic

A determination of whether the proposed project involves
olves
es changes in regulatory
ulatory
atory controls
contr
c
that would
fic developmen
identif the location of
affect one or more sites not associated with a specific
development. If itt does, identify
these sites.
For a project affecting a large area or multiple
p sites,
ites, a su
sum
summaryy of expected d
development is typically
adequate.

322. Public Policy
ac
panies
es a land us
u assessment because such policies
Similar to zoning, some assessment of public policy accompanies
use
may help determine whether or where
here land uses mightt change as the result of a proposed project. In addition, some projects may affect other
planning
therr specific public
pu
p
ning efforts
effort by
b changing land use in the area.

A preliminary assessment off public policy
polic should identify and
nd describe any public policies, including formal
plans or published reports,
area.
ts, that pertain to thee study
st
are If the proposed projects could potentially alter or
conflict with identified policies,
assessment
be conducted. Otherwise, no further analysis of
cies, a detailed
det
assessme
essme should
sho
public policy is necessary.
essary.
322.1. Waterfront
ont Revitalization
Revitalizatio Program
gram
m

The fir
first step for many
m
projects
rojects is a preliminary
pre
prel
evaluation of the project's potential for inconsistency
WRP
policies. A Consistency Assessment Form (NYC CAF) was developed by DCP to help an
with
ith the W
RP po
identify which
apply to a specific project. Questions listed under the heading
applicant
pplicant id
wh WRP policies
whi
pol
poli
“C. Coastal
Coasta Assessment”
essment”
men should
oul be answered by applicants. The numbers in parentheses after each
ould
question
indicate
questio
uest
icatee the policy
polic
pol or policies that are the focus of the question. These questions are dethose policies that would have no bearing on a consistency determination for a
ssigned to screen
signe
en
n out thos
tho
proposed
p
ed project.
pro
proj t

"Yes"
es" answers
swers to any of the questions indicate that a particular policy or policies of the WRP may be
warrant further examination. “No” answers indicate that the particular policy is
relevant and would
w
applicable to the proposed project. For any questions that warrant a "yes" answer or questions
not applicab
cannot be answered definitively, an explanation should be prepared to assess the consistency
which cca
of the proposed project with the noted policy or policies. Errors in the completion of a WRP assessment sometimes occur when an applicant completes a NYC CAF before a thorough appraisal of potential issues has been completed. For example, early in the environmental review process, an applicant may not know if a development site contains hazardous materials or has a history of underground fuel tanks, oil spills, or other form of petroleum product use or storage. If the applicant elects
to prepare a NYC CAF before necessary testing has been completed, Question 40 on the CAF, which
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inquires whether the project would result in development of a site that may contain contamination
or that has a history of underground fuel tanks, oil spills, or other form or petroleum product use or
storage, must be answered “yes.” The application then requires an explanation of the steps that the
applicant will take to evaluate site conditions and assure consistency with the identified relevant policy--in this case Policy 7.2: Prevent and remediate discharge of petroleum products.
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Applicants may be reluctant to answer “yes” to a policy question, mistakenly believing that an affirmative answer will suggest that a proposed project will be viewed as inconsistent with the WRP. To
the contrary, a “yes” response provides an opportunity for an applicant to demonstrate that he or
she understands the requirements of the WRP and the measures that will (or may) be required to
o enen
sure WRP policy consistency, in accordance with the standards and criteria
The New
teria
ria within
w
w WaterWaterfront Revitalization Program.
Impacts identified within other areas of environmental analysis may
ay raise WRP
WR consistency
nsistency
ency issues
that should be identified through the WRP consistency assessment.
example, if the
ment.
t. For exam
he environmenenvironm
environ
tal analysis indicates that a project may result in a significant
in another
cantt adverse impact
im
a her technical
tec
area, such as open space, the WRP consistency assessment
identify a potential
inconsistency
ment should
hould id
ide
pote
with WRP Policy 1, relating to the adequacy of open space
pace facilities aand infrastructure
frastructure in the
t area.

330. DETAILED ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES
Although changes in land use could lead to impacts
technical areas, significa
significant adverse land use impacts
cts
ts in
i other
her tec
tech
signific
are rare in the absence of an impact in another
er technical
technica
chnic area.
e Often,
ea
en a preliminary
prelimina assessment provides enough
preliminar
information necessary to conduct these technical
analyses. However,
for
hnical
cal analyse
wever, fo
f some
om projects, such as generic or areaome
wide zoning map amendments, more detailed
use, zoning
policy information is necessary to suffitailed
ed land use
ngg or public p
ciently inform other technical reviewss and determin
determine whether
ether changes in land use could affect conditions analyzed in those technical areas.
If the preliminary assessment cannot
not succinctly
succinct
succinc describe land
and use conditions in the study area, or if a detailed assessment is required in thee technical
analyses
of socioeconomic
echnical ana
anal
e om conditions, neighborhood character, traffic and
ec
transportation, air quality,
or hazardous
materials, a detailed land use assessment is approty, noise, infrastructure,
infras
re, o
aza
azardo
priate. The detailed analysiss builds u
upon the
preliminary
assessment and involves a more thorough analysis of exhe prelim
prelimin
isting land uses within
thin the rezoning
rezonin boundaries
undaries
daries and the
th broader study area in light of changes proposed with the
project. The detailed
and anticipated future conditions to a level necessary to
etailed analysis seeks to describe existing
ex
understand thee relatio
to such conditions, assess the nature of any changes on these
relationship of thee proposed project
pro
conditionss that
project, and identify those changes that could be significant or
tha would
ould
d be
b created
ted by the proposed
pro
prop
adverse.
e.
331. Land Use and
a Zoning
ning
The proposed
propose project's
ct'ss effects on
o land use and zoning on the site of the project and in the study area are analyzed in the
t future
ture
re With-Action
W h-Actio condition and measured against future No-Action conditions. After describing
existing
should first consider the direct effects of the project: how would the
existin
istin conditions,
nditions,
ons, the
th assessment
as
project
site
use(s) would the proposed project create on the project site; and, would that use
pro
ite be zoned; what
w
be different
ferent from the use that would otherwise be located on the site in the build year?
Thee analysis sho
should then focus on the project's compatibility and consistency with surrounding uses and zonsh
ing as they would
wo exist in the future without the project.

Finally, the analysis should determine whether the project would have the ability to generate land use change
in the study area. This analysis addresses the interplay between the proposed project in its particular location
and conditions in the surrounding area. As described in more detail in Section 331.1, below, the key conditions most often include the size; use; special characteristics of the development expected with the proposed
project; the current and anticipated land use trends; linkages among land uses; presence (or absence) of unCEQR TECHNICAL MANUAL
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derutilized properties appropriately zoned for the expected new use; and, zoning or other public policies in
the area that promote, permit, or prohibit development of the expected new use.
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332. Public Policy
The proposed project's effect on existing and planned policies and initiatives should be considered, and its
consistency with any applicable policies should be addressed. The assessment of a project's consistency with
WRP considers the future With-Action in comparison to the No-Action condition. For example, when considering whether the project would be consistent with the surrounding land uses in a small harbor area, cononsider the uses that are expected to exist in the future rather than only the existing uses.
332.1. Waterfront Revitalization Program

As directed by the NYC CAF, the detailed analysis considers all 10 Local
cal Waterfron
Waterfront Revitalization
lization ProProgram (LWRP) policies with their standards and criteria, and assesses
es consistency
onsistency with
w alllll those that are
relevant to the project. This assessment may require additional
nal information
nformation about the affected
affecte site
and the project, such as the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Piers, Platforms, or Floating Structures
Mean High Water
Mean Low Water
Pierhead Line
Bulkhead Line
Water-Dependent and Water-Enhanced
Uses
nhanced
ced U
Property Lines
Depth to Water Table
Ownership; Documentation
Underwater
ation
tion of Lands U
water
Existing and Proposed
ed Vegetation
Existing and Proposed
posed
d Stormwater
Stormwat
Stormwa Drainage
ge
Existing and Proposed
Public Access
roposed
oposed Publ
Topographyy
Wetlands
ds (Freshwater
eshwater and Tidal)
dal))
Coastal
Hazard
Area
tal Erosion Haza
Haz
eaa
Beach
Profile
each or Bank Pr
Floodplains
Base
ase Flood
Floo Elevation
tion
Required
Freeboard
Re
uire or Proposed
oposed Freebo
Wildlife
Wil
Wild

400, if a project would be inconsistent with a WRP policy, it is most
As described
describ below
elow under
unde Section
S
often appropriate
a
iatee to determine
deter
determ whether it would also promote other WRP policies, so that these conflicting policies
against one another with regard to determining appropriate uses for
fl
flict
olicie
icie can
an be balanced
b
tthe sitee in question.
questi
ques
The
detail of the analysis depends on the nature of the project and the relevance of each polihee level of detai
deta
project.
Both qualitative and quantitative effects may be pertinent. It should be noted,
cy to the pro
proj
several policies require adherence to specific minimum standards. For each policy relehowever, that
however
t
vant to tthe proposed project, provide a brief description of how it relates to the project, and a statement
nt as to whether or not the project is consistent with the policy.

Because the WRP review considers the many laws affecting the coastal area, consideration of a
project's consistency with the WRP typically requires a comprehensive assessment that includes synthesis of different technical areas described in this Manual. Therefore, close coordination with the assessment of other technical areas is needed. The analysis of each of these technical areas—such as
CEQR TECHNICAL MANUAL
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natural resources, air quality, land use and zoning, or historic resources—is summarized and presented below as it relates to the WRP policies. Although much of the detail of each technical chapter
can be cross-referenced, it is important that the discussion of each policy be able to stand on its own
in this chapter. In some cases, supplemental information to that provided in the technical analyses
may be necessary to complete the WRP consistency evaluation.
The maps shown in Figures 4-4 through 4-7 may also assist applicants; however, these maps are simplified. More detailed maps are available through the sources listed in Section 700, Regulations and
Coordination.
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While lead agencies should conduct their own review of a project’s consistency
with the WRP during
te
ten
ring
an environmental assessment, the City Planning Commission is required to make
mak its own WRP
RP
P consisconsi
tency finding if it is an involved agency due to an action or number
er off actions associated
a
ted
ed with the
project coming before the City Planning Commission. The City Coastal
Commission mayy elect
astal Commissio
ct to adopt
the consistency determination and environmental findings of the
WRP
he lead
ead agency or adopt
pt different W
consistency findings.

331. Existing Conditions

331.1. Land Use and Zoning

The characterization of the study area for informational
ational purp
purposes should
uld include general
g
categories of
land use (e.g., residential, commercial, industrial,
ustria
stri transportation,
anspo
, institutional,
institution
institutional etc.), adding whatever
information may be required for other technical
Consideration
hnical analyses.
a
Con erat
eration of
o compliance and conformance with zoning in the study area may also be appropriate.
ap
app
ate.
The extent and type of data to bee collected depend
on the
proposed and the area potentially
dep
he project p
affected. Typically, field surveys
conducted forr the site and surrounding
area. When larger study
eys are
re conduct
conduc
s
areas are used, particularlyy forr generic or
actions, secondary data can be helpful. The
o programmatic
mmatic ac
actio
following sources are suggested:
ggested:

FIELD SURVEY. Surveys
urveys
eys of the land
lla uses
es in thee study
st
stud area are performed through field visits. These
can be madee on foot or in a vehicle,
icle,
e, depending
depe
dep ding on the size of the area and the level of detail required.

The entire study ar
area—every
a
every
ry street and
an every block—should be surveyed. The analyst should
notee the use
uses in the area,
rea, using suc
such categories as residential, commercial, manufacturing, institutional,
More descriptive definitions can also be used: residential uses
tuti
tutio
l, parks,
park
rk or vacant land. M
can
to building types and form—detached, semi-detached, sinn be further categorized
gorized according
ac
acco
gle-family,
commercial uses can be described as retail, office, etc.; and manufacturglee-fam multifamily;
ultifam
tifa
com
ing aand other
can be identified by category of business. It is sometimes difficult to disther industrial
industria
indust
cern
the uses
particular building, such as a residential use in converted manufacturing buildc
es in a par
part
ings.. Wh
When there is some doubt as to a building’s use, the analyst should look for visible signs,
W
such
smoke being
emitted from a stack, mailboxes or buzzers with tenants' names, or curtains
uch as sm
smo
b
in
n windows, etc. Consideration of compliance and conformance with zoning in the study area
may also b
be appropriate.
The information gathered in the field survey can be compared to
available data sources to fill in missing details and verify questionable material. In some cases,
ava
particularly for generic or programmatic actions, the assessment can rely largely on secondary
data, with spot field checks conducted to verify these data. It is often appropriate to use field
survey data to complement maps and other secondary data to ensure that information is accurate and current. Other useful documentation includes various publications compiled by DCP and
other City agencies, such as the New York City Housing Authority, and publications prepared by
real estate services (see Section 730).
AVAILABLE
AVAILA
VA
DOCUMENTATION.
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Zoning information may also be relevant since changes to zoning can guide land use changes. This
analysis should focus on any changes to the zoning regulations or zoning maps, as well as the
project's compatibility with surrounding zoning districts. For example, it may be important to
note if the project would result in the elimination of manufacturing zones, particularly if this
could result in a change in land use. The assessment may include identification of sites that are
(or are not) protected by zoning from conversion or redevelopment to a different use.
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Next, based on the information gathered through field survey and available documentation, describe
the land use in the study area. This description should focus on land use patterns, relationships, and
nd
trends. It is sometimes appropriate to describe the development history of an area to understand
d th
the
area's development trends. The amount of detail required in the land use
discussion dependss on the
e dis
disc
project's potential for impacts and on the size of the study area. For example,
mple, if the
th project
ct would aallter the types and ranges of mixed-use development, it may be appropriate
describe the
ropriate
te to desc
hee land use in
sufficient detail to understand the relationships and character off thee existing m
mixed-use
development.
se developmen
For a small study area, such as a 0.25 mile radius, uses are often
ten described in
i detail
ai for every lot.
ail
lot
lo For
larger study areas, more general descriptions can often be
effect on a larger
e used
ed because a project's
ject's ef
ject'
area may be more general than specific.
If necessary, the detailed land use assessment should
in the area
uld augment or update
tee maps of the uses
u
provided in the preliminary assessment, detailed as appropriate to thee study in question.
ques
que

331.2. Public Policy

The preliminary assessment should havee identified
dentified existing public
pub policies
polic and
a plans within the study
area (see Subsection 322, above). It is possible
information
is needed to determine whethssible that more
e informa
informat
er the proposed project could potentially
or conflict
policies.
entially alter o
ict with identified
identif
ident

More detailed information on
be identified
n policies
olicies can b
ntified through reviewing published reports and information describing their objectives.
officials at
public agencies or other entities charged
ectives. Additionally,
Add
Ad
a p
with administering or overseeing the relevant policies
es can
ca be interviewed to better determine the
goals and objectives of those
of those policies that could potentially conhose policies
policie
polici and identify
fy aspects
aas
flict with the proposed
posed
d project.

332. Future No-Action
Condition
ction Conditio
332.1. Land Use and Zoning
Zoni

The futur
futu
future No-Action
No-Acti
ct
condition
ndition analyzes
analyze land use and development projects, initiatives, and proposals
that
at are expected
exp
b the project's build year (see Chapter 2, “Establishing the Analyto be completed by
sis Framework,”
for
Framewo
or more
mor
mo detail on the establishing the No-Action scenario and the build year). The
scenario that
is assessed
t
essed in all the other technical areas is usually established in the land use analysis.
In the assessment
No-Action conditions, compile a list of all the proposals (including zoning and
ent
nt of No
N
public
p
pu
policy)
icy) that
t t can reasonably be expected to be completed, given market conditions, existing
trends,
ds, and
nd other constraints and incentives, by the build year. Information about future projects can
bee obtained from the appropriate borough office at DCP and from various real estate publications.
Then, based on
o this inventory, describe the land use conditions that would exist in the build year. Depending on the anticipated impacts of the project in question (see existing conditions discussion,
above), this assessment should address anticipated changes in land use and land use patterns as well
as expected
trends. Conditions in the future without the project can affect the potential effects of the
ex
project. For example, development may already be proposed for underutilized sites identified in the
existing conditions analysis, and a review of proposed development may reveal an ongoing trend or
acceleration of that trend that may diminish a project's influence on land use trends.
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The analysis should also consider additional zoning changes that could go into effect by the build year
in order to describe conditions in the study area. Information on zoning plans and proposals are
available through DCP, either on the agency’s website or through contact with the borough offices.
332.2. Public Policy
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The future No-Action condition sets the background for public policy affecting land use in the project's
build year without the project. Information regarding public policies is available through DCP, and
may also be available from other city, state, or federal agencies that are undertaking planning in the
study area. The assessment of the future No-Action condition should continue the focus on relevant
ant
issues.

333. Future With-Action Condition
As the discussion of land use makes clear, issues of zoning are important
use analyses,
nt to
o all land us
lyses, and analyzanaly
ing zoning, land use, and public policy together helps the analyst frame
use conditions.
me future
ture land u
ition
itions.
The future With-Action condition analysis of land use and zoningg should
include a detailed
of the
ould includ
etailed description
etaile
d cripti
ript
type of development that would occur as a result of the proposal.
a narrative
of the
roposal.
osal. Generally,
Gener
narrativ summary
su
With-Action development scenario is adequate, provided itt considers the
th type,
e, amount and location of any
new development.

Based on this description of proposed development and
provided
conditions and
d information
informat
inform
rovided
ded in the existing
e
future No-Action description, the following analyses
With-Action condilyses
ses should
s
ld be
b conducted
cted for the future
f
tion.

Considering all general categories
ories
es of land use,
us described
scribed
ribed in Se
Section
Sec
111, above, identify the extent
to which the proposed uses
be consistent or inconsistent
ses
es characteriz
characterize the study area or would
w
with existing uses. In whatt is sometimes
analysis,” the amount of the prosometim called
led a “conformance
“conform
esented
nted as a p
pe
existin uses or in the aggregate.
posed use can be presented
percentage of existing
Determine whether
ether
her the proposed
pro
prop
projectt would
w ld create additional non-conformance or noncompliance of existing
buildings or use
uses.
xisting build
Determine
ne whether th
the proposed
posed
osed devel
develo
development would alter or accelerate existing development
patterns.
erns
erns.

Consider
nsider any
a public
p
policy that would
wou affect the targeted land uses and determine whether any
ot
oth
lic policyy might affect the
th
t potential for land use change.
other
public

Determine
whether
project would result in the direct displacement of any existing
Determ
he r the proposed
het
pro
prop
land
and uses.

340.
OTHER TECHNICAL AREAS
40 ISSUES ASSOCIATED
40.
AS
AT WITH OT
OTH
Since
nce cchanges
es in
n land
lan usee can
ca lead to impacts in other technical areas, the information provided must be detailed
enough
to
eno
o inform
rm these analyses. In determining the types of information and level of detail appropriate when
providing
ing information
informatio for other technical areas, consider the following:
•

Some
om technical areas may require the identification of land uses that are particularly sensitive to
changes
in environmental conditions, such as noise levels or air pollutant emissions from manufacturcha
ing
i facilities. The sensitive uses generally include housing, hospitals, schools, and parks. Often, land
use investigations associated with this type of technical area coordination include consideration of
whether the study area includes any sensitive uses with the potential to be affected by any projectrelated changes in air pollution or noise. This may include such tasks as:
o

Identifying sensitive uses adjacent to routes to be taken by traffic generated as a result of the
proposed project in order to help locate receptor sites for the noise and air quality analyses.
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o

If the project would likely affect demand for one or more community facilities (as defined in Chapter
apt 6,
apter
“Community Facilities,”), such facilities should be identified in the land use study.
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•

If the use generated by the project–such as the introduction of a new residential population–
would be sensitive or potentially affected by environmental conditions in the surrounding area, it
may be appropriate to identify uses in the surrounding area that contribute to such conditions.
This may include an inventory of all industrial uses within 400 feet of the project site to check for
possible air pollution emissions from manufacturing facilities; locations of hazardous materials
that could migrate onto the proposed project site; or identification of uses that may be noise or
vibration sources affecting the site.

400. DETERMINING IMPACT SIGNIFICANCE

410. LAND USE AND ZONING
The analyses above identify land use changes anticipated with a proposed
Many
use changes may
oposed project.
proj
Man land
l
be significant, but not adverse. For example, development of a large vacan
vacant sitee would constitute
a significant
vaca
cons
land use change on that site and perhaps in the surrounding
and neglected,
ng area, but if tthe sitee had been vacant
vvac
this change might be considered beneficial.
While changes in land use conditions could create impacts
other technical
pacts in ot
echnical
nical areas, it is rare that a proposed
project would have land use impacts in the absence
nce
ce of
o impacts
pact in otherr technical areas.
pacts
aare A typical example is of an
office building proposed for a densely developed
area.. This
ped commercial
commer
comme
Th land
and use
u change would not be significant;
however, the workers and visitors coming to and
significant traffic, transit, or pend from the
th building
ding might
migh
mig create
e
ea
destrian impacts. The potential to create
areas should not necessarily be
ate significant impacts
ts in
n other technical
tec
t
confused with a land use impact. Thee analysis of the
then, is often used to determine
th
t effect
ect
ct of land use changes,
c
whether the land use changes could
impacts
in
technical areas. In making this determination, the
uld lead to imp
im
n other techni
tec
following should be considered:
d:
•

If the proposed project
oject would directly displace
lac a land use and such a loss would adversely affect surlace
rounding land
d uses,
es, this displacement
di
disp
ment should
sh ld be considered in Chapter 5, "Socioeconomic Conditions".

•

In general,
al, if a project would
d generate a land
la use that would be incompatible with surrounding uses,
such a change should
technical areas if:
shou be considered
onsidered
idered in other
ot
o

land usee or new site occupants
would interfere with the proper functioning of the afThe new lan
o
use, or of land use patt
patterns in the area. The relevant technical area may vary depending on
ffected
ted us
the type of iincompatible
ompatible use identified. One example could be a new heavy manufacturing use
near a residential
might diminish the quality of residential use because of noise or air polne
nea
esidentia
dent area
rea that
t
lution.. If so, the inf
information provided in the land use analysis may be relevant for the noise or air
quality
ty analysis.

o

incompatible
use could alter neighborhood character and should be considered the neighborThe
he in
mpat
character analysis described in Chapter 21, “Neighborhood Character.”
hood cha

o

project would create land uses or structures that substantially do not conform to or comply
The p
with
wit
i underlying zoning. An example would be rezoning of several blocks from manufacturing to
commercial use; such a change might permit development of desired residential uses on vacant or
underutilized sites in the area, but it could turn existing manufacturing uses into non-conforming
uses and might render their structures nonconforming as well. Such a project could affect operating conditions in a specific industry and may need to be considered in the Chapter 5, "Socioeconomic Conditions."
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•

If a project would alter or accelerate development patterns, it could affect real estate market conditions in the area. If this is the case, this analysis should be considered in Chapter 5, "Socioeconomic
Conditions."

420. PUBLIC POLICY
For public policy, the following should be considered in determining whether land use changes are significant and
adverse:
Whether the project would create a land use conflict or would itself conflict with public policies
licies
icies and
an
plans for the site or surrounding area.
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•
•

Whether the project would result in significant material changes to existing regulations
ns or policy. For
Fo
example, this could include a proposed bulk variance within a special
al district tthat is in
n conflict with
wit the
goals and built form within the special district.

421. Waterfront Revitalization Program
As stated in the Short and Full EAS Forms, the lead agency should
hould
uld include aan analysis
alysis
ysis of WRP
W consistency as
blee on the NYC Consistency
stency Assessment
Assessm
part of the EAS. For any WRP policy, indicated as applicable
Form (CAF),
the proposed project may advance that policy, be neutral
the
tral to it, or hinder
hin
he policy. It is tthe last category—
hindrance of a policy—that may result in an inconsistency,
ncy, and therefore,
the
ther
, requires
equires more scrutiny in the policy
assessment.
If the lead agency determines that the project
ct iss consistent
consist
consiste with the applicable
licab WRP policies, no further aslicable
sessment is necessary. For projects determined
consistent
mined
d to be co
ent
nt with WRP
W
WR policies, the analysis should state
that the project would not substantiallyy hinder the ach
achievement
mentt of any of
o tthe coastal policies.
If a project is inconsistent with a WRP
RP policy, the
th lead
d agency and aapplicant, if applicable, should consider
whether changes to the project could
ld be made to make the project
proje consistent with the WRP or to modify the
project such that, while theree may still be an
a inconsistency, the lead agency is able to make the four findings
identified below in Section
n 500..

If changes that would
d eliminate
nate the inconsistency
sistency
ency are
ar
a not possible, the lead agency should consider whether
the inconsistency iss of such a degree
ass to
In determining the significance of any inconsistendeg
o be significant.
signifi
significa
cies, the lead agency
would be furthered by the project against those that
gency should balance
b
e the
he policies that
t
would be hindered
may determine that some inconsistencies are not signifiered by the project.
p
t.. The lead agency
age
cant. For exam
example,
exa
e, a proposed
pr
pro
d new structure
structur that would slightly block a view corridor toward the water may
be found
insignificant,
depending
nd
d to be ins
i
epending on
o the existing width of that view corridor and other circumstances.

500.. DEVELOPING MITIGATION
IGATION
ATION

for potential
land use, zoning, or public policy impacts could include the following types
Mitigation fo
p
tial significant
nificant adverse
a
measures, as appropriate:
of measures
ppropriat
opri
•

Establish
stablish
lish a buffer
buffe between the new, incompatible land use and its surroundings.

•

project on a particular site might lead to an incompatible or otherwise significantly adverse land
Where a pro
terms and conditions for appropriate regulatory controls, such as the special permit (if there
use, develop
deve
dev
is one),
one) subject the project to a restrictive declaration limiting such a use (if it is a private applicant), or include
d language requiring the protective restrictions in leases, urban renewal plans, or other agreements (if
it is a public project). It should be noted that, for zoning map amendments, restrictive declarations that
specify use types are not preferred by DCP.

•

If a zoning text change is proposed, the text language could be modified to mitigate potential impacts.
However, substantial changes to the proposed project would typically be considered alternatives.
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Even in the absence of an impact on land use, zoning or public policy, the measures described above may also be appropriate to mitigate impacts in other technical areas if those impacts are related to land use.
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510. WATERFRONT REVITALIZATION PROGRAM
When a project would result in significant adverse impacts related to inconsistencies with the WRP, those impacts must be mitigated to the greatest extent practicable. If the impacts can be appropriately mitigated, the
project would then be consistent with the WRP. Appropriate mitigation measures vary, depending on the particular inconsistency. The measures must either be sufficient to address the policy inconsistency, or enable the le
lead
agency to determine that:
No reasonable alternatives exist that would permit the project to bee taken
ken in a manner that would not
substantially hinder the achievement of the policy;
The project would minimize all adverse effects related to the policy inconsistency
inconsiste
inconsist
to
o the maximum extent
practicable;
The project would advance one or more of the other coastal
oastall policies;
policies and
The project would result in an overriding local public
blic
ic benefit.

Proposed mitigation measures also must be assessed
consistency with
d for consistenc
h the WRP to the
t same degree as the
proposed project. Mitigation for a significant adverse impact re
related to
rela
o thee WRP may require coordination with
other technical analyses.

Mitigation measures may include those described
500
technical chapters of this Mascribed
bed in Section
Sec
00 of the
th
t different
iffe
iffere
nual. In some cases, those measures may
appropriate mitigation for significant
ay have to be modified
fied
d to provide
provid
prov
impacts related to the WRP's policies.. For example, mitigation
significant impacts related to flooding and eroation for signific
signif
sion (Policy 6) is discussed in Chapter
ter 11, “Natural
“Natura Resources.”
urce ”
urces.

In some cases, however, the significant
adverse
to the assessment of WRP and not identiignificant
ficant adver
adve impact may
ay be specific
sp
fied in the analysis of another
such as airr quality
herr technical area,
ar
a
ity or hazardous materials. For example, a reduction
in existing or potential public
would be inconsistent with the WRP (Policy 8) and
ic access to or along
ong coastal
c tal waters
wa
could constitute a significant
gnificant
nt adverse
advers impact
pact with respect
re e to the WRP, although it might not constitute a significant adverse impact
act identified in the other
her technical
technica analyses. If a project results in an unavoidable reduction of
existing public access, mitiga
mitigation could
proposed to create or significantly enhance public access near the
mitigat
ould
d be propos
project site.

600. DEVELOPING
VELOPING
OPING ALLTERNATIVES
TIV

Alternatives
reduce or eliminate
atives
es that redu
minat land
d use, zoning, or public policy impacts can include the following:
•

Alternative
site
to separate conflicting uses as much as possible.
Alter
te configuration
configurat

•

Alteration
A
tion
n of the
t zoning
zoni proposal, or inclusion of provisions, to reduce non-conformance of uses and structures.
es.

•

Alternative site(s)
for the project, particularly for public projects.
site
sit

•

Alternative
Alternat uses that eliminate or reduce land use impacts.
Alternativ

•

Alternative
development proposals, such as projects that do not require modifications to the zoning (often
Altern
called "as-of-right" alternatives).

For example, if a proposed project would result in an inconsistency with a policy of the WRP, consider how the inconsistency can be avoided through changes to the project. Such changes can include alternative uses (e.g., waterdependent and enhancing uses rather than those that are not) or alternative design (e.g., a different site plan to avoid
development in the floodplain, or different building heights or site location to avoid a visual impact).
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Even in the absence of an impact on land use, zoning or public policy, the measures described above may also be appropriate as alternatives that reduce impacts in other technical areas.

700. REGULATIONS AND COORDINATION
710. REGULATIONS AND STANDARDS
The New York City Zoning Resolution is the underlying regulation for land use in the City. Additionally, differr
ent parts of the City may also be affected by various other public policies, such as a 197-a plan.
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New York City's Waterfront Revitalization Program was adopted in coordination
n with
wit local, state, and
nd federal
regulatory programs. Consistency assessments consider the many federal, state,
tate,
e, and local
lo laws affecting
fecting the
coastal area. For more information on the many rules and regulations affecting
cultural
ting cultur
cultu resources,
ources,
urces, coastal
coast
erosion, flood management, natural resources, hazardous materials, and air quality, see Section 700 of the
t
appropriate technical chapters of this Manual. Several significant laws
are listed
ws and
d regulations
regulatio
regula
ted below.
below
711. Federal Laws and Regulations
•
Coastal Zone Management Act (P.L. 92 583, 16 USC
SC 1451 et seq.).
seq
•
Marine Protection, Research, and Sanctuariess Act of 1972 (S
(Section
1413).
n 103; 33 USC
US 1
•
National Flood Insurance Act of 1968.
•
Flood Disaster Protection Act.
•
Water Pollution Control Act.
•
Clean Air Act.
•
Clean Water Act, Section 404
1344).
4 (33 USC 1
134
•
National Environmental
al Policy
olicy Act.
•
Rivers and Harborss Act of 1899, Se
Section 10 (33 USC
403).
SC 403
•
Fish and Wildlifee Coordination
oordinatio Act.
d Species
cies Act.
•
Endangered
•
Nationall Historic Preservation
Prese
n Act.
pwater Port Ac
•
Deepwater
Act.
Na
nal Fishing
Fish Enhancement
ancement Act of
o 1984.
•
National
Ma
Marin
Mam
rotection Act.
•
Marine Mammal
Protection
•
Federal
ederal Powerr Act
Act.

712. New Yo
Y
te Laws and R
Re
York State
Regulations
•
En
Env onmenta
nment Quality Review, Environmental Conservation Law, Part 617.
Statee Environmental
o Part 617
6
1 (e) describes the linkage between SEQR and the coastal policies of Article 42 of the
617.11
Executive
xecutive Law, as implemented by 19 NYCRR 600.5.
o Part 617.9
6
(b)(5)(vi) describes the inclusion of the state and local coastal policies in the preparation and content of Environmental Impact Statements.
W
•
Waterfront Revitalization and Coastal Resources Act (New York State Executive Law, 1981; Sections
910 et seq. Article 42; and implementing regulations 19 NYCRR).
o Part 600: Policies and Procedures.
o Part 601: Local Government Waterfront Revitalization Programs.
o Part 602: Coastal Area Boundary; Significant Fish and Wildlife Habitats
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Important Agricultural Lands and Scenic Resources of Statewide Significance; Identification, Mapping, and Designation Procedures.
State Guidelines for Federal Reviews: Procedural Guidelines for Coordinating New York State Department of State and New York City Waterfront Revitalization Program Consistency Review of
Federal Agency Actions, Coastal Management Program, Department of State, State of New York,
1985.
Guidelines for Notification and Review of State Agency Actions Where Local Waterfront Programs
Are in Effect, Coastal Management Program, Department of State, State of New York.
Coastal Zone Management Rules and Regulations (6 NYCRR 505).
Coastal Erosion Hazard Areas Act.
Flood Hazard Areas.
Freshwater Wetlands Protection Program.
Tidal Wetlands Protection Program.
Classification of Waters Program.
Endangered and Threatened Species Program.
Historic Preservation Act.

713. New York City Laws and Regulations
•
New York City Zoning Resolution
ent of City Planning,
Plan
t NYC
C Zoning
Z
•
Zoning Handbook, NYC Department
(Guide to
Regulation, 2006).
zation Program,
Program 2002.
2.
•
The New Waterfront Revitalization
ing Commission,
Comm
, acting as the City Coastal Commission, approved by
•
Procedures for the City Planning
mission
ion acting as the Cityy Planning Co
the City Coastal Commission
Commission, 1987.
cedures links the
th Waterfront Revitalization
evita
o This set of procedures
Program with the ULURP process and
describes the City Planni
Planning Commission's
in the state and federal actions that otherwise
m
on's role
r
ire local involvement.
in
i
ment.
nt.
do not require
ding Code, Flood-Resistant
Floo
istant
tant Construction
Constru
Constr
•
NYC Building
(Appendix G).
ing and Drainage
Drainag Rules—Local
Draina
es—Local
Local Law 7.
7
•
Grading

BLE COORDINATION
CO
C RDINA
NA
720. APPLICABLE
policie would
polic
d apply
a ply to the p
If any public policies
proposed project or the area affected by the proposed project, coordinaon with the responsible
resp
res
ble agency
age
agen is advised.
ad
tion
Some examples of the agencies and their respective policies are as
follow
follows:
•

ty Depar
Dep
New Yo
York City
Department
of Housing Preservation and Development (HPD)—Urban Renewal Plans

•

Business Services—Industrial Business Zones
Department
artme of Small
S

•

City Department of City Planning—New York City Comprehensive Waterfront Plan, 197a
New York C
Plans

•

Agencies
Age
Agen
such as the New York City Departments of Transportation, Environmental Protection, Sanitation,
or Parks and Recreation, the Police and Fire Departments, or the Board of Education, that may
ti
propose capital projects affecting land use.

This coordination is important to avoid the potential for conflicting policies, if overlapping plans are intended for a
site or area. By coordinating the proposed project with the relevant agencies, provisions to accommodate potentially conflicting goals can be worked out and made to be part of the project and assessed accordingly.
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In addition, the assessment of the project's consistency with WRP relies primarily on information and analyses of
the other technical areas discussed in this Manual. Thus, coordination with the other environmental analyses can
be very useful.
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721. City Coastal Commission
As indicated above, lead agencies conduct their own review of a project's consistency with the WRP during
environmental assessment. If the City Planning Commission is an involved agency because the project will
come before the City Planning Commission, the City Planning Commission acting as the City Coastal Commismismi
ssion is required to make a WRP consistency finding. The City Coastal Commission may elect to adopt thee conco
sistency determination and environmental findings of the lead agency or adopt
WRP consistency
pt different
d
nsistency
findings. For this reason, the lead agency may wish to consult with the Department
of City Planning,
artment
ment o
ning,
ng, WaterWaterfront and Open Space Division, acting as advisors to the City Coastal Commission,
mission,
on, prior to issuance
nce
ce of its CEQR
CEQ
determination.
The City Coastal Commission's involvement may occur for a variety
ty of federal and
an
a state
te actions
ons and actions
subject to ULURP (Charter section 197-c) or Charter section 197-aa or 200.
Once a determination is made by a lead agency that a project
ect is consistent
consiste
consisten with
h the policies of the WRP, the
lead agency is responsible for keeping a WRP file which willl ensure a re
record off consistency between the City
and the State.

730. LOCATION OF INFORMATION
• New York City Department of City Planning
anning
ng
22 Reade Street
New York, NY 10007

o

Map Sales:
 Land Use Maps
aps
 Zoning Resolution
esolution
ution
 197a Plans
lans
 Planning
nning Reports
 Waterfront Rev
Revitalization
tion
n Program

o

Housing,
and Infrastructure
Planning:
Hou
g, Economic
Econ
con
Infrastruct
 Housing Reports
orts
 Economic
mic an
aand Industry
ndust Reports
ndustr

o

Database
D
e & Application
Applicatio Development:
 PLUTO
P TO
O Data (PLUTO files are databases of developed properties, identified by tax block and lot
number.
nu
num
r The date of the structure, types of use, number of stories, and City or private ownership aare identified.)
 Sanborn
Maps available for viewing
San

o

Calendar
Officer:
Cale
 City Planning Commission Reports

o

Zoning:
 Zoning text changes, recently adopted and under consideration

o

Waterfront and Open Space Division:
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Waterfront Studies
State and Federal Coastal Zone Requirements
Department of City Planning, Coastal Zone Boundary, City of New York.
Department of City Planning, New York City Comprehensive Waterfront Plan:
Reclaiming the City's Edge, 2002.
Department of City Planning, New York City Waterfront Symbol, City of New York, 1989.
New York City Zoning Resolution, Special Regulations Applying in the Waterfront Area (Article
VI, Chapter 2).

Technical Review:
 ULURP applications and approvals
 Zoning and Street Maps
 Urban Renewal Area Designation and Plans

o

Environmental Assessment and Review Division:
 CEQR applications, approved and pending

o

Department of City Planning, Borough Offices:
s:
 Planning Reports
 Planning Initiatives
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o

Manhattan
22 Reade Street
New York, NY 10007

Staten Island
130 Stuyvesant
antt Street
Staten Island,
and,, NY 10301

Queens
120-55
120-55 Queens Boulevard
vard
d
Queens, NY 11424
4

Brooklyn
Brookly
Bro
16 Court Street
tree
Brooklyn,
lyn, NY 11241
11
1124
Bronx
nxx
One
ne Fo
FFordham
am Plaza
Bronx, NY
N 10458

•

Economic
Development Corporation
omic D
Planning Division
110 William Street
New York, NY 10038

•

Department of Housing Preservation and Development
100 Gold Street
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New York, NY 10038
For:
Urban Renewal Plans
Urban Renewal Area Designations
Relocation Reports
Disposition Agreements
•

Buildings Department
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For:
Building Permits
Certificates of Occupancy

Manhattan
280 Broadway
New York, NY 10007

Brooklyn
Municipal Building
210 Joralemon Street
Brooklyn, NY 11201
Bronx
1932 Arthur Avenue
Bronx, NY 10457

Queens
120-55 Queens
nss Boulevard
Kew Gardens,
ns, NY 11424

Staten Island
and
d
10
Terrace
0 Richmond TTer
Staten Island, NY 10301
0301
1

•

Standards and Appeals
Board
oard of
o Sta
Rector Street
40 Re
Rec
reet
et
New York,
Ne
N
k, NYY 10006
For:
BSA
Special Permits
A Spec
Specia
ermi
BSA Reports

•

State Department of Environmental Conservation, Region 2
New York St
47 40 21st Street
Long Island City, NY 11101
http://www.dec.ny.gov/about/605.html
For:
Coastal Erosion Hazard Area Maps
Tidal Wetland Maps.
Freshwater Wetlands Maps
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http://www.dec.ny.gov/outdoor/45415.html
Department of Environmental Conservation, "Stormwater for New Development," a memorandum
to Regional Water Engineers, Bureau Directors, Section Chiefs, dated April 1990.

o

Department of Environmental Conservation, Floodplain Regulation and the National Flood Insurance Program: A Handbook for the New York Communities, Water Division, Flood Protection Bureau, State of New York, 1990.

o

Significant Coastal Fish and Wildlife Habitat Designations.

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)
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•

o

26 Federal Plaza
New York, NY 10278
o

er (1-800-358-9616)
(1-800
(1-800--3
6)
FEMA National Flood Insurance Program Map Service Center

o

nsurance
urance Rate Maps,
s, National
Nat al Floo
N
Federal Emergency Management Agency, Flood Insurance
Flood Insurance
od/info.shtm
/info.shtm.
Program. See http://www.fema.gov/hazard/flood/info.shtm.

o

Federal Emergency Management Agency, Flood
Insurance Study:
New York, New York,
lood Insuranc
Insuran
udy:
dy: City of Ne
N
eptember 5, 200
Community Number 360497, Revised, September
2007.
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B.

SUSTAINABILITY

In CEQR reviews, certain public policies are assessed to determine if land use changes created by the project could substantially affect land use regulation or policy. Accordingly, public policy analysis has focused on Urban Renewal Plans,
197-a Plans, the WRP and similar land use-based public policies.
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In 2007, the City adopted wide-ranging sustainability policies through PlaNYC, the City’s long-term sustainability plan,
that apply to the city’s land use, open space, brownfields, energy use and infrastructure, transportation systems, water
quality and infrastructure, and air quality, and also make the city more resilient to projected climate change impacts.
mp
mpac
The Plan brought together over 25 City agencies to work toward a greener, greater New York. Over 97% of the
he 127 ini
itiatives in PlaNYC were launched within one-year of its release and almost two-thirds
hirds
rds of its 2009 milestones
estones were
achieved or mostly achieved. The updated plan, issued in April 2011, includes 132 initiatives
tiatives aand more than
han 400 specifspeci
ic milestones for December 31, 2013, and can be found here. The term “sustainability”
ainability”
ility” can ccarry many
any meaning
meanings and
interpretations, and therefore, needs to be carefully defined in the context of an environm
environmental assessment. Cu
Currently,
the City’s sustainability policies are guided by PlaNYC and are used to define
sustainability for th
the purposes
of CEQR.
ne sustainabilit
sustainabil
urposes o

100. DEFINITIONS

The genesis of PlaNYC lies in the rebound in New York City’s population
opulation
ulation to 8.36
8
8. million
llion
on in 2008 from
fro just 7.1 million residents in 1980. By 2030, the City’s population is predicted to
o surge past 9 million
on
n – an additio
addition of over 1 million people
since 2002. PlaNYC recognizes that this future growth will
parks, transportation,
w require
wi
quire new
ne investments
estments in housing,
hou
and drinking water and wastewater infrastructure, ass well
and that these must be
ell as additional
itio publicc health measures,
me
implemented in a sustainable fashion. Its structure
broad-based
targets
reached by 2030. To implement this
re sets
ets broadbroad-b
argets to be rrea
overall strategic vision, PlaNYC adopts 10 goals to be achieved through
initiatives and a number of subsidugh
gh 132 separate
se
sepa
iary plans such as the Sustainable Stormwater
Management Plan.
ter
er Manageme
n. Many of the
t sustainability goals are to be achieved
through a set of public sector projects, including
incorporating
into local laws or the City’s regulatory
ncluding
ding incorp
ngg PlaNYC initiatives
initiat
frameworks governing both private and
nd public
ublic actions.
action
actio

200. APPLICABILITY OF A SUSTAINABILITY
STAINABILITY
AINABILITY ASSESSMENT
SSM T

Until sustainability goals are more clearly
clea defined
ned through
throug the incorporation of initiatives into codes, regulations and
specific policies, there are few sustain
sustainabilityy standards
tandards to apply appropriately in assessing a proposed project for the
purposes of CEQR. As these initiatives
become
initiat
initia
ome codified,
codifi
codifie privately sponsored projects would be presumed to comply
with all codes and regulations
regulatio in effect.
ect. However,
Howeve to ensure that large publicly sponsored projects align with the
broader sustainability
nabil priorities
nabilit
rioriti
ti and
d goals the City has set for itself, it is appropriate that the PlaNYC initiatives (whether
or not yet embodied
or regulations) be considered in an environmental assessment for
mbodied in
i generally
lyy applicable
pplicable codes
co
large publicly
sponsored projects
projects are often multi-faceted and touch upon many of the elements
blicly
cly sponsore
ects
cts only,
o
on as these
th
addressed
If a publicly-sponsored
project is, itself, implementing a PlaNYC initiative, such as repairing or
essed by PlaNYC.
PlaNY
publicly-sp
ubliclyreplacing
infrastructure,
PlaNYC/sustainability assessment would likely be inappropriate. The discussion below
placing
acing aging in
cture,
re, a PlaNY
details how ssu
sustainability,
through the goals and initiatives of PlaNYC, is considered in the environmenability
bility ass encouraged
encou
enco
tal assessment
of
large
publicly-sponsored
projects.
assessm
f ge publ
pu

300. ASSESSMENT
SESSMENT AP
PPROACH

While it is city policy
polic to encourage every project, whether or not subject to CEQR, to incorporate general measures of
sustainability,
y, such
suc as energy efficiency, water conservation, stormwater management, etc., into its projects, this assessment necessarily focuses on the extent to which the stated goals and objectives of a large publicly sponsored
project are consistent with the City’s sustainability policies and goals, as encouraged through PlaNYC. Because PlaNYC
promotes broad and wide-ranging sustainability goals, no one project can advance all of its initiatives. Therefore, a
consistency analysis compares the attributes of the project with the overarching goals and initiatives of PlaNYC that are
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germane to the project. The determination of which PlaNYC goals and initiatives should be examined for a particular
project is a decision for the lead agency.
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PlaNYC’s initiatives touch upon several technical areas, including Open Space, Natural Resources, Infrastructure, Energy, Construction, Transportation, Greenhouse Gas Emissions (GHG), and Air Quality. Many of these technical areas,
and whether a project would affect them, are often considered in a CEQR assessment, and are defined and described
individually in other chapters of the Manual. While the assessment of a particular technical area focuses on the
project’s impact on that area of concern, the sustainability assessment considers the combination of project elements
discussed in the technical areas as related to the City’s current sustainability policy benchmark, PlaNYC. Therefore,
ore, the
ore
t
analyses and conclusions for each relevant technical area above can be used to provide the context in which to
o assess a
publicly-sponsored project’s consistency with relevant sustainability goals or initiatives
in PlaNYC.
es as described
d
NYC.
To illustrate, a large publicly-sponsored project may have the potential to affect the City’s achi
achievement
ach
nt of PlaNYC’s waw
ter quality goals, and particularly the management of stormwater and wet weather
ther flows of sewage.
wage.. In Chapter
Chapt 13,
“Water and Sewer Infrastructure,” the project may therefore identify best
management
its prest managemen
anagemen practices
es to manage
manag
man
dicted storm and sanitary flows and incorporate measures to ensure that
system
hat these flows would
d not
no exceed
n
ceed sewer
se
capacity. The sustainability assessment would discuss those best management
practices measures
thatt reduce or conanagement
ment pr
prac
measu
trol stormwater runoff and examine whether additional sustainability
incorporated into a project to
bility measures could be incorporate
incorpor
ensure consistency with the City’s sustainability policies. Such
to reduce or
h measures may
ma include
ude
de adding vegetation
veg
filter stormwater runoff by increased tree planting on a development
parcel orr within parkin
velopment par
parking lots. These project elements may also align with sustainability principles by considering
full range
n
ring the fu
ge of co-benefits;
co-benefi project design elements
intended to offset increased stormwater runoff demands
could
ands
nds co
d also
al
als reducee the Urban Heat Island Effect, energy demand in the summer, and air pollutants, and could
space.
Itt may
ld even add to
t open spac
p
ma be the case that the project elements discussed in infrastructure reflect the City’s
sustainability
ty’s sust
ustainabil
ainabil policies
olicies
icies and no
n further assessment is required. Consideration of these issues should be balanced
policy objectives and the project’s
ed with consideration
consid
on of other public
pub
p
purpose and need.

400. DETERMINING CONSISTENCY
CY WITH PLA
L N
NYC

The following provides a guidee to
be most relevant to a CEQR assessment. Although the
o PlaNYC initiatives
init
s that
tha would
ould b
ou
consistency review is independent
endent
nt from aall
al otherr environmental
environm
nviron
ta sections and must stand on its own, it is supported and
conducted with consideration
performed as part of the project's environmental asration of all the
th other
er technical analyses
ana
a
sessment under CEQR.
QR. In addition,
addition
additio many
ny of the PlaNYC
PlaNY initiatives overlap and it is recommended to consider the
project holistically, as every technical
area listed bel
below may not have the potential to be affected, positively or adtech
versely, by a proposed
project.
ropo
ropos
project
ec In addition,
ddition, note tthat
th one goal of PlaNYC is to reduce City building and operational GHG
emissions byy 30 percent
below Fiscal
per
percen b
cal Year 2006
20 levels by 2017 (and reduce citywide GHG emissions by 30 percent below 2005
5 levels
evels by 2030).
203
2030 While
hile
ile many
m y of the
th initiatives below would reduce GHG emissions, both the GHG emissions
associated
project and specific
measures to reduce GHG emissions are discussed in Chapter 18, “Greenhouse
ated with a pr
pro
spec
Gass Emissions.” PlaNYC
2011
P
11 Update has
h expanded the City’s goals for increased climate resilience. The discussion of
climate resilience is located in Chapter 18 as well.
climate change
chan and increased
nc
ncre
ed clima
climat
the lead agency should consider whether changes to the project could be made
If a project
proje is found
und to be inconsistent,
inc
to
o make the project
ect consistent
consiste with PlaNYC or changes could be made such that, while there may still be an inconsistency, the lead agency is able to make a determination that the inconsistency is not significant. If changes that would
eliminatee the inconsistency
are not possible, the lead agency should consider whether the inconsistency is of such a
incon
inconsist
degree as to
significant. In determining the significance of any inconsistencies, the lead agency should balance the
o be sig
sign
policies that would
wou be furthered by the project against those that would be hindered by the project. The lead agency
may determine that some inconsistencies are not significant.
AIR QUALITY

PlaNYC sets forth the goal of achieving the cleanest air quality of any big U.S. city. To reach this goal –
and to overcome the City’s current non-attainment with federal standards for PM2.5 and ozone –
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PlaNYC sets forth a multi-pronged strategy to reduce road vehicle emissions, reduce other transportation emissions, reduce emissions from buildings, pursue natural solutions to improve air quality, to
better understand the scope of the challenge, and update codes and standards accordingly. Publiclysponsored projects that are likely to undergo CEQR review would generally be consistent with PlaNYC
if they include use of one or more of the following elements:
The promotion of mass transit
The use of alternative fuel vehicles
The installation of anti-idling technology
The use of retrofitted diesel trucks
The use of biodiesel in vehicles and in heating oil
The use of ultra-low sulfur diesel and retrofitted construction vehicles
ehicles
cles
The use of cleaner-burning heating fuels
The planting of street trees and other vegetation
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ENERGY

PlaNYC sets forth the goals of reducing energy consumption
mption
on and ma
making the
he city’s
city’ energy
en
systems
cleaner and more reliable. To reach these goals, PlaNYC
strategy to improve
YC sets forth a multi-pronged
m
pronged strat
strateg
energy planning, increase energy efficiency, provide
more reliable,
affordable energy, rede cleaner,
leaner, mor
mo
able,
le, and af
afford
duce New York City’s energy consumption, expand
power
nd the city’s clean
c
ower supply, and modernize the
city’s electricity delivery infrastructure. Publicly-sponsored
bl
blic
ponsore projects
ects that are lilikely to undergo CEQR
review would generally be consistent with
h PlaNYC
aNYC if they
hey maximize
e their use of
o one or more of the following elements:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Exceed the energy code
Improve energy efficiency
ncyy in historic buildings
b
gs
Use energy efficient appliances,
and
pliances, fixtures,
fixt
nd building
buildin systems
sy
Participate in peak
systems,
ak load
d management
manage
ms, including
includ smart metering
Repower or replace
inefficient and costly in-cityy power
plants
place
lace inefficien
inefficie
po
Build distributed
buted
ed generation
generatio power
wer unitss
Expand the natural
atural gas infrastructure
tructure
cture
Use renewable
energy
enewable ener
Use
se natural gas
Install
panels
nstall solar pa
Usee digeste
digester
treatment plants
est gas from sewage tr
from
U energy
Use
ne
m solid was
waste
Reinforce the
grid
Rein
Reinf
he electrical
eel rical gr
gri

WATER
TER Q
QUALITY

PlaNY setss forth
PlaNYC
P
rth
h the goa
ggoal of improving the quality of New York City’s waterways to increase opportunities forr recreation
tu
rec
re ation and restore coastal ecosystems. To reach this goal, PlaNYC sets forth a multipronged
ged strategy to improve water quality by removing industrial pollution from waterways, protectingg and restoring wetlands, aquatic systems and ecological habitats, continuing construction of infraupgrades, and using “green” infrastructure to manage stormwater. Publicly-sponsored
structure upg
projects th
that are likely to undergo CEQR review would generally be consistent with PlaNYC if they include us
use of one or more of the following elements:
•
•
•
•
•

Expand and improve wastewater treatment plants
Protect and restore wetlands, aquatic systems, and ecological habitats
Expand and optimize the sewer network
Build high level storm sewers
Expand the amount of green, permeable surfaces across the city
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Expand the Bluebelt system
Use “green” infrastructure to manage stormwater
Are consistent with the Sustainable Stormwater Management Plan
Build systems for on-site management of stormwater runoff
Incorporate planting and stormwater management within parking lots
Build green roofs
Protect wetlands
Use water efficient fixtures
Adopt a water conservation program
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LAND USE

PlaNYC sets forth the goals of creating homes for almost a million moree New Yorkers,
Yo
Yor
while
hile making
NYC sets fo
f
ulti-pronged
housing more affordable and sustainable. To reach these goals, PlaNYC
forth
a multi-pronged
strategy of publicly-initiated rezonings, creating new housing on public
additional areas
blic land, exploring
ex
are
of opportunity, encouraging sustainable neighborhoods, and
nd expanding ttargeted
ed affordability
ordabilit proordability
grams. Other relevant elements of PlaNYC include initiatives
open sp
space, and
tives to further
furth brownfield,
wnfield, op
wnfiel
transportation goals. Publicly-sponsored projects that are likely
CEQR review
generikely to undergo
und
u
revie would
w
ally be consistent with PlaNYC if they include use of one
ne or more of the following:
ollowing:
llowing:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pursue transit-oriented development
Preserve and upgrade current housing
ng
Promote walkable destinations forr retail
tail and
a other
oth services
Reclaim underutilized waterfronts
nts
Adapt outdated buildings to
o new
ew uses
Develop underused areass to knit neighborhoods
neighb
ods together
Deck over rail yards, rail
highways
ail lines
ines and hig
yss
Extend the Inclusionary
in
onaryy Housing program
p
n a manne
manner consistent with such policy
Preserve existing
housing
ngg affordable ho
Redevelop brownfields
rownfields
nfields

OPEN SPACE

PlaNYC sets forth the goal of
o ensuring
uring
ng that all New
N Yorkers live within a 10-minute walk of a park. To
reach thiss goal, PlaNYC sets
forth
strategy of making existing sites available to more
s
orth a multi-pronged
multi-pro
New Yorkers,
usable
kers, expanding
expand
exp
sable hours at
a existing sites, targeting high-impact projects in neighborhoods
ods underserved
un
u
rserve
ve by parks, creating destination-level spaces for all types of recreation, converting
landfills
into public
former
mer landf
la
p lic space and
an parkland, promoting and protecting nature, ensuring the longand re-imagining the public realm. Publicly-sponsored projects
term health of parks
rkss and
an public
ublic space,
s
CEQR review would generally be consistent with PlaNYC and other related
that are llikely to undergo
ndergo C
initiatives if they
initiati
ey include use
us of one or more of the following elements:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Complete
underdeveloped
destination parks
Comple
omp
unde
multi-purpose fields
Provide
rovide more
m
Install new
ne lighting at fields
Creat or enhance public plazas
Create
Plant trees and other vegetation
P
Pla
Upgrade flagship parks
Convert landfills into park land
Increase opportunities for water-based recreation
Conserve natural areas
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NATURAL RESOURCES

The protection of natural resources is woven throughout PlaNYC. The many ecological services provided by natural resources are recognized and promoted within the open space, water quality, air
quality, and brownfields chapters of PlaNYC. In recognition of the many co-benefits provided by natural resources, publicly-sponsored projects that are likely to undergo CEQR review would generally be
consistent with PlaNYC if they include use of one or more of the following elements:
Plant street trees and other vegetation
Protect wetlands
Create open space
Minimize or capture stormwater runoff
Redevelop brownfields
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SOLID WASTE

PlaNYC sets a long-term goal of diverting 75% of public and private
vate sector ssolid wastes
wa s from landfills.
lan
la
The
multi-pronged strategy to meet this goal includes increasing
recovery of resources
from
the waste
asingg the recov
re
resou
f
fro
stream, improving the efficiency of the waste management
mentt system, and
an reducing
ucing
cing the city
city government’s solid waste footprint. It should be noted that for the PlaNYC Solid W
Waste policy area, there
is a substantial
th
t
overlap with New York City’s adopted Solid Wastee Management Plan (SWMP).
Accordingly, a large, publiclySWMP). Accord
Acc
sponsored project that is consistent with the SWMP
also generally
with PlaNYC. A pubMP would al
als
nerally
ally be consistent
consi
consis
licly-sponsored project that improves the infrastructure
collection and recycling
nfra
nfras
cture ffor the City’s solid waste
w
operations would also generally be consistent
with PlaNYC. The
goal is to be achieved by
sistent
ent wit
wi
T 75% diversion
dive
many individual projects making progress
time.
In general, a large, publiclyogress
ss towards
toward this goal over
ov
o
tim
sponsored project that is likely to undergo
the goals of PlaNYC with respect to
dergo CEQR review
w would further
furth
fur
solid waste if it includes one or more of the
th following
wing elements and does not significantly impede other
listed elements:
Promote wastee prevention opportunities
op
Increase the reuse
use of mate
materials
Improve the convenie
convenienc
convenience and ease o
of recycling
ec
ecycli
Createe opportunities
pportunitie to recover
cover
over organic
organ material
Identify
entify additiona
additio
additional markets
kets for recycled
recycle materials
Reduce the impact
im
of thee waste system
sys
sy
on communities
Remove
emove
ove ttoxic
tox materials
terials from the
th general waste system

TRANSPORTATION
TRANSPORTAT
ANSPOR

PlaNYC sets forth two
wo related
rel
re
d tra
transportation goals: expand sustainable transportation choices and enquality of the City’s transportation network. PlaNYC sets forth a multisure the reliability
bilityy and high
h
pronged strategy
prong
egyy to reach these goals by building and expanding transit infrastructure, improving
transit service
tr
tra
ervice
vice on existing
existin infrastructure, promoting other sustainable modes, improving traffic flow by
reducing
congestion
on roads, bridges, and airports, maintaining and improving the physical condition
ing congest
conge
of ourr roads and transit system, and developing new funding sources. The specific initiatives in
chapter may be found here. A key theme in PlaNYC is to reduce congestion
PlaNYC’s transportation
transp
trans
and veh
vehicle traffic on our roads, particularly in our most congested areas. Accordingly, publiclysponsored projects that are likely to undergo CEQR review would generally be consistent with PlaNYC
sponsore
if they include use of one or more of the following elements:
•
•
•
•
•

Promote transit-oriented development
Promote cycling and other sustainable modes of transportation
Improve ferry services
Make bicycling safer and more convenient
Enhance pedestrian access and safety
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Facilitate and improve freight movement
Maintain and improve roads and bridges
Manage roads more efficiently
Increase capacity of mass transit
Provide new commuter rail access to Manhattan
Improve and expand bus service
Improve local commuter rail service
Improve access to existing transit
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500. DEVELOPING MITIGATION

When a large publically sponsored project would result in inconsistencies with PlaNYC,
inconsistencies
aNYC,
YC, and such
s
nsistencies
stencies are of
o
such a degree as to be significant, those impacts must be mitigated to the greatest
practicable,
atest extent pr
ble,
e, consistent with
social, economic and other essential considerations. If the impacts can be appropriately
opriately mitigated,
m
ted,
ed, the project
projec would
then be consistent with PlaNYC. Appropriate mitigation measures will vary
ary depending on thee particular
ticular inconsistency.
inco
inc
Mitigation measures include many of the initiatives listed above. Further
efficiency
may
rther
er sustainability
sustainab
and
nd effic
e
cy measures
m
also mitigate the inconsistency and can be found here.

600. DEVELOPING ALTERNATIVES

n
nsi
ncy with PlaNYC
YC
C that can be aavoided through changes to
Sometimes, a proposed project would result in an inconsistency
the project. Such changes can include many of the mitigation
described
atio measures
as
ibed above.
above

700. AGENCY COORDINATION

If a lead agency is unsure of the applicability
ility of the sustainability
susta
sust
lity assessment to the proposed project, or has questions
ssment,
ment, it should
sho
sh
tact the Ma
M
with regard to the consistency assessment,
contact
Mayor’s Office of Environmental Coordination
ini
in
easures to mitigate an inconsistency, the lead agency
(MOEC). For questions regarding the PlaNYC initiatives
or measures
should consult with both MOEC and
d the Mayor’s
Mayor’
Mayor Office of Long
ong Term Planning and Sustainability.
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